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SUMMARY

Objective

The objective was a practical guide for use in conducting studies of the transfer rf learning front training in a
flight simulator to performance in an aircraft.

Background/Rationole

Studies of transfer of learning usually have the goal of providing information about (he effectiveness of
training techniques and/or equipment for use in designing or upgrading training programs. The likelihood that tihe
information will be used depends on the extent to which both study method and results are convincing in the eyes
of lte operational user. Studies demonstrating large performance effects resulting from simulator pretraining
certainly will be the most convincing and, other things being equal, will be the most likely to promote the adoption
and use of new training techniques or equipment during operational flight training.

During the past three decades, numerous studies have investigated the effects of training in ground-based
flight trzining devices on subsequent performance in the aircraft. These studies have employed a variety of
experimental techniques. Some of the techniques used were scientifically sound, while others were
methodologically flawed and resulted in findings of questionable validity. This diversity of approaches probably
resulted in large part from differences in the scientific sophistication or applied research experience of the
investigators, as well as conditions peculiar to the specific settings in which the studies were performed. A review
and consolidation of the lessons learned from previous studies should be beneficial in guiding future efforts
towards increased validity and practical utility.

Approach

The approach used was to review published and unptiblished information on transfer of learning and
experimental design relevant to pilot training. This information was then carefully analyzed to identify the key
issues and factors that must be considered in order to conduct useful transfer-of-learning studies in a flight
training environment. Finally. a sequence of steps to be followed by the practical researcher in conducting credible
studies was developed and put in guidebook form.

Specifics

The concept of transfer of learning is defined in the guide as any measurable effect of training in a prior task
on performance in a subsequent task. The procedures of the typical transfer study are described, and two measures
of transfer of learning (i.e.. percent transfer and the transfer effectiveness ratio) are defined. Initial discussion of
the transfer-of-learning study emphasizes the importance of planning. The remainder of the report identifies and
describes I I steps to take in performing a successful transfer-of-learning study.

The first step is definition of the immediate problem. Its importance is illustrated by asking and considering
the answers to a number of questions that serve to focus and sharpen the definition of the research problem.
Selection of the task or tasks to be trained is the second step identifred. Criteria for selecting the training tasks are
suggested. In addition, reasons for identifying research resource requirements early in the study axe pointed out.

The third and fourth steps involve the determination of what learners should be involved in the study and the
identification of appropriate performance .neasures. A number of critical aspects of these issues are discussed.
including the composition of the sample of learners, their assignment to study groups. and the development of
objective performance criteria to verve as a basis for evaluating the learner's performance in the simuator and in
the aircraft.

The use of the instructor as a research participant, and, how to plan sufficient time for the study, are the fifth
and sixth steps. Tvhe seventh step involves the avoidance within a stuhl, of factors that may dilute transfer of
learning. Advanced scheduling and the need for planning the study to be run in the midst of normal flying training

Soperations are emplasized in st.aps eight and nine.

....
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Step ten, testing the methodology before collecting final data, and step eleven, the analysis of the data,
conclude the presentation of the procedures for conducting a transfer-of-learning study.

Conclusions/Recommendations

This guide provides the practical researcher with valuable guidelines for conducting studies of transfer of
learning from training in a simulator to performance in aircraft. In addition, the guide is applicable to a variety of
synthetic pretraining environments, including a mix of ground training facilities such as audio-visual media, part-
task trainers, and relatively sophisticated simulatort.

It is recommended that the guide be given wide distribution in both the training research and operatienal
training communities.
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PREFACE

This r-port was Prepared under Consulting Agreement RI-81923 (Revibed) with the Universi-y
of Davton Research Institute with Dr. Harold 1). Warner as project director. This report is a begment
of a larger University of D)ayton Research Institute effort conducted under contract F33615-77-C-
0054 with the Operations Training Division of the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory. Williams
AFB. Arizona. The report represents a portion of the on-going work within the Air Combat Triining
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and Technical Base development.
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CONI)(CTIN( STUDI)IES OF TRANSFER OF LEARN!NG:
A PRACTICAL GUIDE

I. INTROI)UC'iON AND PURPOSE

"This report has, hken prepar,.d for une hy tile practical researcher who is concerned with studies of
transfer of learning from pretraining of pilots in a simulator to their performance in aircraft. The
exprcsions "transfer of learning" and "transfer of training" tend to be used nearly interch.angeably.
Although the distinction may be somewhat trivial. the former is used here since it is the learning, not the
process of training, that may transfer from work on a prior task to performance on a second. Also, while
the tIerl* "'simulator" is uieo here for pnrpo),-s of brevity, it is not intended to be restrictive in nature but.
rather, can he considered :o refer to various, types oi yn-vthetic pretraining environments-frequntly a
mix of classroom facilities, audio-visual facilities, part-task trainers, and relatively sophisticated
simulators,. While much of the language in this report Nill refer to pilots, flight simulators, and aircraft.
many of tile issuies should be applicable to other context.s. including training of other aircrew members or.
for that matter, training of individuals who have quite different tasks to perform.

Tile report will not deal with theory (such as the question of what transfers) because such issues are
covered elsewhere. The concern will be entirely with method of the transfer study, including the
consequences of failure to follow empirically derived principles. The material stems principally from the
experiences of the author and his associates, beginning with their work under guidance of the late
Professor Alexander C. Williams. Jr. who directed pioneer studies at his original Aviation Psychology
Laboratory of zhe University of Illinois. The report submits techniques and lessons learned from
experience, dating perhaps from 1949 when few pri,,r rules were available to the researcher. Descriptions
of many of the techniques were not included in early papers for various reasonm, and still other techniques
may have hbeen conidered too obvious to note. Ovw'r intervening years. however, it has become clear that
nmany of the. issues are not -at all obvious, and since they have been of great service in a number of previous
studies, the intent here is to make them axailable to others concerned with transfer research.

Issues of research method to be discussed have been found essential dufing attempts to arrive at
estimates of transfer that are precise--approaching as closely as possible the maximum that might have
been demonstrated during a particular study. Studies of transfer of learning arc fragile in the sense that a
study that ignores too many issues of method is likely to lead to inconclusive results. Such inconclusive
results are berious because they can lead to disinterest on the part of both the research community and the
operational training community-disinterest in factors such as new instructional technic es or special
aspects of equipment used in the study. The resulting disservice is clear, considering that a carefully
planned and conducted study might have led to entirely different 'ypes of results supporting concepts that
mnight have been used with considerable value to the research and training communities.

At first glan,,,. the trans ',r-of-learning study can appear deceptively simple when actually it is not.
Tile number of important issues can be legion. and tile precision of subsequent results depends on the
compounding effects of many factors.

ti. MODELS OF THE TRANSFER OF LEARNING STUDY

Percent Transfer of Learning

"Transfer of learning" is defined here as any effect of learning resulting from pretraining on a prior
task (or set of tasks) upon performarce in a subsequent task (or set of tasks). Such a transfer effect, if it
exists at all. could be facilitating in nature--comparative performance data suggesting positive transfer-
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or it conId he- iunterfertiig ill nature -('01pa rat:v pe jrformIa nce data suggest inig negat iv Vilran ti'-r. xit os
a"1111,n at1 Ihe oiut-1. tha~t tIhe carefiull3 planned and condlucted ,tud(y will be conicerned witlh a poil ive
tran~fer effect.

WhleI variou, formuiilais have been offered for ume iii I 'e percent Iranisfer of learning model (Eiliis.
1 905:, G agnet. F~orester. ain(d Crowley. 19'48: Mu~irdock. 1 957) onil one- w ill he conisidlered here. 'Tle moidel
muakes use of a conltIrol group of inuden is (who are noI pret ra Iiied on a p~rior task an(d whlom- performianlce
datIa on a td)h-;rquvm task serve a., a stanuda rd) ain d one or more exp-rimeniental grouips of sI tdent s (who are
jiret rai('(l on a p~rior task aiid] whiose- performiance(4 data on I le tibshequent task are comipa red 1o I lo,u' of
co(nitrol ~t udent,, for purposes of emti matring ao tiv ranlsfer effect real izedJ). For thle puiirpose of di is sIuid . [hle

Prior ta-k(s) miaN he carried out ill a iminulalor (or ot her synlthlet ic t raiIning enivroilmenit). withi the
'1ubhequinen taAk(s) he i g ca rrieid (lilt in ani aircraft. The model is

- ' (1(OW) = percent transfer of learning
(C

where:

C: an average (of trials. tflhle or errors accumulated hy a control group of students to arrive at a

peIrformlance' criterioni in thle aircraft.

X:al average of trials. time. or errors accumlulate'd hy all experimental grouip of students to
arrive at that samle perf3rmiallce criterion ill the aircraft. having been pretai3ned to a

pelrform~anmce c'riterion in a ,iminulator.

Thust. usinhg illustrative n u mbelr,-

10( - 5 01)O 50S-perceli transfer )f learning. If those valuies replresentl hours of training ili an
10 aircraft. pretraining of experimental stuident,, in die simulator resulted ill a 50-

percent sayving ill aircraft training timne -onl the average.

The otnuerator of the percent traesfer of learning formula would have to be reversedI if measurement
%~ere ill ternis (If performianct grades. such that higher values iepresented better performance. thuis:

X - C OM(X) = percent transfer (If learning
C

where:

Kall aicrage of grades assigned to experimental :.ttmdents for p~erformlanlce in the aircraft.

an average of grades assigned to control stuldenits for performance in the aircraft.

Thusi. if studenilts were graded using a I 2 -poi-it scale (with 12 being superioc' performnalc~e and V being
totalI failuire). tj~i nt illulst rativie numb ers:

10.50 - 8.(.)N(100 20-perceiit transfer of learning. In tbii; case. pretraining of experimental
8.75 %tindent.; in the simulator resutehd'( ill a 20-percent higher grade than

attained by the control sttidewns-on the' average.
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Tlhe Travisfer Effectiveuness Ratio

litvcativt conce-rn of the- pilot training voiinl ihiceasilg costs avid ,hortagc of enefrgy led
lo-cote 0I97, 1. 1972) to taI v quilt- a different iiodo-l. Be-ing coiictriied with dit h value of titne. the- model
prov'ides. aviet tnt of t raniifer efeui el ssfinttg a, a st ilndard a niva:svire of tile- amoniov i of siminulator
pr-t ratinii g re-q i red hN tiv 4-peniinvel a I group of stvdeviiis to o-videvice suvpf-rior perfornivanice in tile-
a ircra ft a, covilpa red it; pi-rforinia fle of a conitrol group of mt ifellts. The, vcstiimate, (-a i be give-n by,

- =iv transfer teffvclivtiiv,. ratio

C: it a%,-ralgi of rinal fir t ivime, requiirtd by a conit rol group of ~tilvill' t, to arrive- at a pe-rforna lwce
crileniiiil in Owi aircrahi.

anl ave-rage- of trnial% vor t i le rep. i nvd by al vi .pe-rtinievtal group of ,ludiiiv ,t to a rrivec at t hat s-amef
pvtrfoviunat vrice etrian in t il aircraft. hiavi ig loeen prm trained to a pi-rforinance'v criterion ill a
svimiiiaior.

S\: anl a v'rage- of trial, or lit iile roul rv~d bil( t liee4.pr'mevi Il gronp oif 5  eitsto arrive- at a
jierforniialivv' criltvrivin in thle- simulator. Thu115. lisinu ilisk,1ative- iuiiibvrs:

101 5) 1.0 1thv transfer -ffectivt-iv.- ratio. If tho.,e values rep-lresentt hiours of pretraining in
div Aiinula tor avid houn;r of trai ni ng in tile- air'raft. rcspvfctively. I hour of
pr-t rain invg in fthe si iniuvator sav'-d I hour of retra ininvg in the( aircraft -on t ite
avi-rage.

1s can b seen. tle-* ihifft-reiice lbetween the estimate of the percenit transfer of learning and thle-
lrani'fv~reff-ct i ve-nvs ratio i'. t hat tdli forme-r ignorc.s the aitonnt of pretrainfing requlired inl thle simnuli ator.
a ndl ilie latiter takv-.s that factor inito) accouinlt. Comtimupora ry questtions covce-rninzg how much aircraft timne
inightI lit- re-place-d ith iin'un lator t tiniv coulId hie adldrvs-ed prinvcipall y thiirough studies using the transfer
o-ffv'ctii'enes ratioi.

A laitvr s-ctiott of this re-port %iill con.,idur tily prolmiem of tile timiet reqnitred for thie transfer stsidy.
ilottaig that tile- travisfe-r e-ff-ciive-nes~s ratio model may suiffcr ulore from ivisuafficienrt timie to complete tale

luuh. Furthe-r, sinceý data flv'cv'ssar% for tit(- transfer e4fectiveriess ratio imodel canl Ie used to comptute
Jiertevit transfer of lfarnii ig stilates. t- Ilar Inai' occasionis wheni it wovi d bv0 of value to u~se both of
ttn-:-v miodeuls in tie saint- study.

tM. THtE IMPO(RTANCE OF PLANNING

Its'ei likvhi that nmore, stiiits. (if transfer of learninig do not surct-tfd because of itadeuqiate-
pilaninilg and( prelitniinar% work than be-cause- of any' othe-r factor. The study' fmust be platnvetv carefuilly if
re~sults, are! to bte of aly' real avud practical value. and both planning and tile study take- time. During thle
planinvtlg phase, a -ondiiivl iivstuntinl it, itte is nv'ces.sary' to carry' ouit the work 1o be dlecribeol here and it,
idt'o if% anvd correct or adlapt to tflev probhhv'm and tlie( hucss thlani optimual limintiing factors t hat may biv
tilt jitisd It%, real-world colistrai vits.

Preliminary Work ("Testing")

As, is tde case with anly' foriial study' that costs time and money, tile study' of transfe-r of learning
s hiuiii( inot lie coiid icte-l withiouit son nd jmreliti nary' i nformiationi t hat'suggests it'lie type of oittconlie likely'
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to he found. The formal study should not he conducted in an exploratory manner to establish trends or
directions of findings. hut rather, it should he conducted to arrive at an estnate of the magnitude of a
transfer effect. It should be concerned with reasonably substantial effects that could be of practical
significance in the real world-not with statistically significant trivia.

'I rends. directions of findings, or the likely existence of a positive transfer effect should be
established during one or inore relatively simple tests from which ideas, hunches, or hypotheses evolve.
While the precise nature of such preliminary work will depend on the particular problem of the moment.
in some case-s early testing might be fairly simple, using only a few students, relatively simple equipment,
and perhaps relatively crude performance measurements. Preliminary "mini-studies"--assuming that
they ir volve rea,,onable care-can be invaluable, particularly if several experimental students who have
been pretrained in some spucific manner seem to show dramatically superior performance in the air as
compared to performante of several control counterparts. Information obtained in this way can lead to a
highly useful formal study.

Among the other valuable insights that might be provided by preliminary testing, deficiencies of the
simulation equ;pment could result in negative transfer effects. Preliminary work ian help to identify such
prohlems. together with a means fer solving them: in this case, planning for the process of training for
transfer-a subject to be discussed in a subsequent section of this report.

Designing for Maximum Possible Estimates of Transfer

The goal of the researcher should be to plan and conduct a carefull control!ed stud)', taking every
possible precaution in the design to ensure that the resulting estimates of transfer are precise-that is, that
they approach as closely as possible the maximum levels that could be demonstrated. Because of
uncontrollable variables. research-demonstrated techniques could result in less than optimal transfer
effects when used in an operational training program. still the researcher should attempt to demonstrate
the maximum possible transfer effects to show what can be accomplished and thereby provide a goal for
the operational iastructor. Without knowing what could be done. the operational instructor could tend to
be satisfied with lesser results.

IV. THE FIRST STEP: DEFINITION OF TitE IMMEDIATE PROBLEM

Although the underlying question concerns the extent to which prelearning in a simulator will
transfer to pefo.mance in an aircraft, the first step should involve consideration of the specific purpose of
the particular transfer study. Various specific purposes can have different associated problems such as the
following.

Will the study be concerned with combat readiness of experienced pilots facing reductions in aircraft
time for skills maintenance and reacquisition training? Prn,. :o asking whether lost aircraft time might be
replaced with simulator training, preliminary woroL should have to do wilh an assessment of degrees of
combat readiness. Is there evidence of decay of skills with reduction of L.,craft time?

Will the .mtudy be concerned with effectiveness of basic pilot training in the face of reductions in
aircraft time? Prior to asking whether aircraft time can be replaced with pretraining in a simulator, it
would be wt~ll to be sure that effectiveness is actually reduced.

Will the study be concerned with experienced pilots in transition to a new type of aircraft and
mission? A preliminary question should ask whether there exist facilities that are truly adequate for
p.etraining work.

Will the study be concerned with pilots returning to flight duties from predominantly administrative
assignments? Again, are there facilities that are truly adequate for pretraining work?

8
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Although inu'h of contemporary interest in using simulator pretrainin. is motivated by concerns
with costs of aircraft time and thet energy problem. diae nature of the synheic traii:ing environment is
such that it c•mi provide benefith over and beyond those of saving money or fuel. Does the purpose of the
.tudv involve one- or more of thm. following issues?

A well designed simulation facility .an be used on an all-weather. 24-hot:- ba,;: zd as a substitute
when training aircraft are not available. In addition, it can provide a safe training environment: it can be
u,.ed to compres., time during training, enabling concentration upon critical segments of flight taskt, rather
than requiring that time be lost while flying to and from a practice area: and it can provide opportunities
for observation and measurement of student performance that ordinarily are not possible in the air. The
student (can be interrogated easily on the spot concerning reasons for errors, and exercises can be rendered
Mtandardized and repeatable. affording very precim- assessments of learning progress. In the event that the
.,pecific purpose of the study involve-. one or more of these issues, perhaps the major concern lies with the
measurement of percentage of transfer of learning rather than witlli arriving at an estimate of transfer
effectiveness.

In .'-lv event, it seems important that the researchers have identified all aspccts of the purpose of the
transfer stt:Jv being conducted.

V. THE SECOND STEP: DEFINITION OF TilE TASK

Transfer of Learning for What Phase of the Curriculum?

It is impracticable to attempt to measure transfer of learning for an entire curriculur. through a
single study. Thus the study is likely to be concerned with a specified phase cf a training curriculum, such
as training for takeoff, approach and landing, instrument flight, attack on a ground target. air-to-air
attack using a weapon-control subsystem. or other meaningful phase that has continuity. In some cases, it
might be that even a particular phase is too complex. to be iealt with in its entirety. requiring study of one
or more segments. If it is desired to arrive at transfer estimates for several phases of a curriculum, it may
be necessary to establish their order of priority.

Decisions in this context must depend on requirements of operational organizations, and necessary
background details must originate from those organizations. The contributions of highly experienced
instructor pilots are very important during the early planning stage, and some studies may require
contribution.- on the part of additional operatiow.-lly experienc-d pilois who are not necessarily
instructors.

What Specific Tasks will be Involved?

At the outset, the research team must derive definitions of "asks the student will be e.ipected to
perform in the operational situation represented in the study. Prec.-,ly how this is to be done will depend
on the nnture of the particular study. Past work has made use of operational sequence diagrams and
pictorial diagrams of flight tasks. If the curriculum phtase has been selected with care, use of such
analytical techniques should result in a convenient number of tasks that can be defined fairly tightly.

The instructor pilot can be of great help during this work by noting high frequency errors that have
been m.de in the past. task segments that are of time-critical nature, and cues that appear to be necessary
and sufficient in facilitating performance. These concepts will be considered further during discufsion of
performance measurement techniques because it is essential that measurement and twks be related
closely.
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VI. ASSURSIEINT OF IRSFl6At(C.ES: AN' ITERATIVEI PR4XVIOsS

lifte~r arriving at a re'as-inabls thtorouagh -et of task defitaitioaa. lthe re~e~arcla Iteain omato!. IN- cre~in thant

re-otarr,- 'avai~lable. iiiiil enable- cnaidutct Elf t ,,. - tad, That qjue.!.iota hap to he addrt~epwd coaatiitot&ollI a-
ail.aattarag Jlrogre%.E. 'A ill available. sianlaalaoar! be asdeqtaate o r te. (hiarinag pr.*traiuhmag foar thae sIperifierd
ta4Ls' Voill liertiaaent aircraft -in whtichi '"1 aroif (if the. pudeding" ,werforraiance. njupitaeaa.aa! hat~ Ie*

laL,*aa- at avaiIalable antd oia ,.tfficiaeat numbi ie~r-!. Will al it ra!trtactor cadr he 1 available. and in ,.aafficierol

uia ataler'f ~i~ll~ taindent.- of th neao. ar iile be availablel in 'tafficietat nm beanlrs? Will it he lpop...ible tol
rota a careftall', conatrolled !.talud in thet utid,.t (if a lata,% "ape~rational traitting s.ch~eduale? Will thaere he

probilemtta itt ge~ttitag taece.5!.a palilptart front tiar Coanntandem r anti the. oja(ratilln! officer of the. training
oargantizationa? 'A ill all oft th o Ien'. ~abllnjg factor!. cont inute tti be availablel duarinsg lteo t imte. re~quire~d to carrn

tile, .taloc tot compjle~tionl'

I tastaffirielmats Elf tloo ualal etnabalinag factEor! coutld retatter condtct of thae %.ttd% infera!ipIle or at leapat
Coula d imtapo-E-4- riouta Eonlaatrani Ella (i what c~ an 1w arcottaipl i-ltd. Tlata theat re...arrlt teama %otald do %rl lint
keepa in tamind I thea quaep!tio (ittEf adte~qtac% (af availablel re.-tltrcE- dauri ng thae enratire- plann ing prwrps.!.

1iaif. THE THlIRDi STEP: WHICH STUDEIWNTS 11.1. BE tN'OLVEt IN THlE STIEY?

Iatar Ina% btht thle. qtao.tiora of wihich la utdont!. will he involved in ltie p!.tt (a~ll ha e an!.wered1 h% the
nature o aahamun andiate. problalco attd the. maatuare- f tito ctrrictalaara 111aae and task,. of isate~rett to the.strad%.

Farlie~r. foatr (tte~goarit- of plolllt %e~re me~ntionaed: pilol.ý reqtuiring ski!',' maintenance and reacqtaisAiti
traimaing for Eoilaaala re~adinr.-p. .ýttadertat in Ila!.iE- f~ghla training. expewrie~nced pilots in tranpition to ane
t~pe of aircraft and ruission~. and pilot,. retuaraning to flight dutie.s from pre~donminant[% administrative.
appagmaaaertts. (,learl,p tlhop cate~gorie-s of pilot. rrie~prtnI at leapt fotar very different poptalationt.-probabll
far itaore tihant that.

Sotutlititae- list- rese~archaer itia% be truitajed tia ex~trapaolate. the, transfe~r ptuti% data a- far ap possible..

lpertalp- viatttimag to arna'.e at tmore information titan actually is fera..ul. The. notioln of inkinig student!.
reilore-4..Itati'.. oaf .e~ve~ral diffe~re~nt pojatalatior, (if pilot.- iii a single sttad% i6 a cape. in point. Brat if that i6

doela. '.%ithI thie toltal ..analdr olf -ttaden t. beintg lnl% Eof niod"EIet piro. it ast. ulikt ls1 t hat restalts cotuld be

appjliedE tl qN-cific training ittantions. The. rule. Aeould he to keep the. %ttndent sanalple. ap. homogerpe~ota av

jlo.Eiiale-partictalarll when ony mnall pample.% are available..

Size of the. Student Sample: Repreitentative of What population?

TheitE ult~'t frceetiratl. a-ked qoarstion nila% be that oaf ampt~le 47re hlatl. oanforlrtnaterk. thtere. rarerl%
tV11 10 h a trutals aipfactor% ansipir. Peritap- tile anest tse~ftl approach is to tr% to keep the. pattaple(s) a-

rrre~rnlrE.~ati'.t a. jNI!.*ialE* Elf a piwllutlationa (if initerept.

ldeuall%. ltie. control and e'.periae~ntal %tradenrt, shotald be matched in terma. of expe~rience. arad
apiuefor ltie- ta.kp a hand. billt in realati the. notion oif what *e'.p.rience' rralla nmean.% ip me. et

and thet tIr.14;ng research contununiq ppouale appear :o ha,.- few. trsal% useful tests of aptitude. for specific

task.. liLekl to) bw involived in transfe-rplttdiet.. The. total n-mr~ar of fI'ght hours. loped probahl~p plait.- a
roale in a d.,finitiaaa of *'rxpflE'nc." hiltl there i'. at leap.t -om' emnpirifcal e~vidence' that thu. is h% lE nmean!.
ara Erntirel% tatrftal predictor of perforstuance.I.'es

It w.ens, 1popralar tonstate that the sample size shoauld Ile a, large &%. the sittantion permit, and. in one.
sen.e. that is protaahl'a vorrret. If. in ala ex~treme. caw~. e.er% maember of a particular pilot pmopulation could
ibe -anapled. thle acciaracs Elf the. prediction.- concerning transfer wottld he vatiimproved. But that is

sigeer fanta-%. and isa the. pnActical world rescarchinr. ususally have to make d~o with relativrl% .stualI
saatarlet.. lthe 4ize". of pphich are limited h% time. flauad-. and sttadent availahilit'.. However. the~re. a!. no
magic in large sanaples. % small pample. comupoasd of highl'. rpe~pr~entative pttadent!. i6 likel'. t4a iield
iafoa'matioma oaf coauaielerable. value.. whereas a large 4ample. that is either ileotrogernetla.- in natture or i6
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'Iharac'terive'd hb a bias of somie kind is !;kelv to yield misinformation. Further. any effect-as a transfer
e'.-Mital -that req;uire.- ve.r large' -al'a.ps to .Iho% itself is unlikely to be of practical significance (flays.
14173 pp 1lJ-1,29J: Mlc'iemar. I'M)).

Efforts to imatclh ',e:d a ainpleps beteen or among control and experimental group.- in past studies
havey had to bet made using A great deal (If c'ommon sense and in terms of type% of students available. Some

researchers have u.etl a 'ombination of length of experience and experience in specific type- of aircraft.
atte.mpting to place e'qual numbe.r- of urclh teudent,. in the several groups.

If the total available suppli of stude.nt., appears to be reasonably homogeneous-if at least there is no
.pe.cifi,. rei,,t-ii to predict an imbalan'e. (if aptitude', and skills-perhaps the best that can he done is to

asign ,.tudea..ts to the s.ve.ral group- on a purely random basis. The principal concern. J curse. is that. if
prdehi't•an'ln more' apt stedent.- are assigned to a control gro,,p. a spuriously low transfer effect is likely
io 11e. de.mno•.|rate'd. and r'onverse'l. if pre.dominantly more apt students are nssig.ied to an experimental

group. t6e demonstrated tramisfe' effect is like'l% to be exaggerated. So. if relatively small groups must be
a-I-'•|--w.rhap 8 -o 12 itudent.- per group-how severe is the problem?

Suppo,,. that a total of 1l students were aailable. 8 being agsigned to ar, experimuental group. such
a?,ignminnte. being made at random because there was no real reason to suspect serious difference.s in
aptitude. Smeppo-..' further that the 10 students acturlly were ordered in aptitude for the task at hand but
that there, wa.s no %a% to .,timate that ordering. This means that eight of the student.% are the more apt. and

with luck. four of them would be assigned to each group. A problem would arise if all eight or seven or six
or five of the more apt students had been asignrd to the same group. So. binomial probability can be used
to .-tiimate the chance,' of that happening.

P(r/n. p) _ (u) (p)r (q)n-r
r

where hI de'finition. p = q = .5.

a. The probability that all eight of the major apt studentb had been assigned to the same group is
about .104 (4 chance's in LI Mo)).

Ic. The' proibahilit. that .4'veii(if the more apt students hAJ been assigned to the same group is about
.03 (3 .han,'ce' in IMN).

c. The probahilit. that six of the more apt ,tmadent.- had becn assignmd to the same group it, about .I I
(ll chances in 100).

d. The probabilit% that five of the more- apt -tudent; had been assigned to the same group is about
.22 (2. chances in INt).

The -uini of them-, probabiliti"s-the probability that eight or seven or si. or five of the more apt
students had be'n as.igned to the same group-is about .36 (36 chances in 100;.

'%"hile it is realiyed that thi- illustration involves a somewhat simplified set of assumptions (it doet
not. for example. take into account the relative aptitude r'enking of the eight more apt students), it does
seri to suggest that the prvhabilimy of absolutely mismatched groups is quite low (p = .004) and that the

range of prohabiliti"-fro"% seriousl. mismatched to moderately mismatched groups-is about .03 to .22.

The are fairl, good odds. in favor of a reasonably well matched group. What is more. if the study actuall)
dors involve a sizable transfer effect, that effect should show itself even under the less' favorable of these
situations.
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VIII. THi FOUIRTH STEP: WHAT PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TETtNIQt'E?

Helationship with Tasks: Validity

of Performance Measurement

• hilte earlier work concerned with definition of the task, will have placed reasonable boundt, on the
transfer .tudy. more detailed definitions of the student'. tasks have to overlap work for development of
the performance measurement technique. While the absolute nature of the performance measurement
itechnique will depend on man-, aspects, of the particular study. it is essential that tasks and measurement
be related logically. To the extent that such a relationship is established well. validit% of performance
measuremenz will just about take care of itself.

The Sequence: Tasks/Criteria/Limits
Allowable/Performance Measurement

Although means for expediting the proces,, are likely to differ from study to study, it seems
reasonable that ,onsideration of the .sequence to be illustrated may be central to establi,,nment of a
nece•.any bridge between task definition and measurement. The sequence implies the following steps:

Define the Tasks Operationally- Exactly what will the student be required to do! Depending on the
complexity of the tasks, this may be defined at various levels of detail.

Set Criteria for Performing the Tasks-How are these criteria established by physical facts of the
task-.'?

Slwcify Deviations from Those Criteria That Can Be Tolerated-In the same kinds of terms used to
define the tasks and performance criteria, what performance limits likely will permit of successful
completion of the tasks?

Structure the Performance Measurement Units and Means for Taking Data--It is at this point that
the proces, is likely to become iterative, the question being whether desired types of data can be taken.

I

Illustration: Number of Trials (and/or Errors)
to Performance Criterion

The sequence can be illustrated with an example from an early study concerned with transfer of
learning in the context of making approaches and landings (Payne. Dougherty. Hasle. Skeen. Brown, and
Williams. 1954). Experimental students were pretrained for the task in a simalator. where they were
required to achieve a performance criterion prior to moving to the aircraft. Their performarces and t0,se
of their control student cotuterparts were measured during -etraining in the aircraft. Tre study used a
measurement of the number of triala and errors accumulated before arriving at a total task performance
criterion. The illustration to follow is concerned only with performance in the aircraft (the sequence used
with experimental students in the simulator having been nearly identical but somewhat attenuated
because of limitations of that device). 7

Definition of the Task (abbreviated here)--The instructor positioned the aircraft for a 90-degree side
approach from the left, giving control to the student at this point. The student was required to make
necessary power reductions, the turn onto the final approach. the approach proper. the flare, and the
touchdown for a wheel landing. The task ended after the aircraft executed a short posttouchdown roll.

(For convenience, performance criteria, performance limits, and the performance measurement
process are illustrated itb tabular form.)

12
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Perforniance Crite-ria Performance Limits Performance Measurement

From starting po"tlion to
poition on winTdline. (with-
in iinaginar% rxlention., of
runwa. ,dg,.):

I. AirqixjtJ:, (O naph + Ill to -i mph. observed on instructor's

airspeed indicator.

"2. Turn onto appioach Did not pass wind- Observed by instructor

ua, not overhot: line: turn completed from rear seat.
within runway width
(150 ft).

3. Turn onto approach Did not fail to Observed by instructor

%a,s not andrAshot: reach windline: from rear seat.
turn completed
within runway width
(150 ft).

4. Aircraft was on wind- Was within windline Observed by instructor

line prior to pa.,,ing (ISO ft). from rear seat.

airport boundary fence.

5. Student was as.,sisted None. Instructor did not

in no way. assist student verbally
or by control action.

From position on windline
to position over end of
runway:

6. Airspeed: 90 mph +10 to -5 mph. Observed on instructor'n
airspeed indicator.

7. No S-turn, outside Did not depart from Observed by instructor

of windline. windline (150 ft). from mear seat.

8. Manifold pressure + 5 in. Hg. Observed on instructors

at 15 in. Hig. manifold pressure
indicator.

9. Glidepath aimed at A point between near Observed by instructor

a definite point end of runway and the from rear seat.

within first third one-third marker.

of runway.
10. Aircraft crob•ed near +50 ft. Observed on instructors

end of runway at 100 ft altimeter.
altitude.

II. Student was assisted None. Instructor did not

in no way. assist student verbally
or by control actioci.

13
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poinst of toiwihdo~f0:

12. TIouchidown executed A ponint biWIeII near Ok-erved hy instructor

%it ha first third endu of ro nia% a 114 the fromt rear se~at.
of run ~ai . (one-thii rd msarker.

13:. To 1~I40 irh I~ ,'e~eiatd %I hea~t ole % hrel ( b..erved b% i us:rowtor

in cen'eir of runi~a%. %ithian t~o %iit. from#t rear seat.
v'enter ln,

11. Student %a.- asi61vd %ire raft touched(t own Instructor (lid not

in no Aa%. oin main %lieel,: student ass.ist sttIdent vierhalli
allo~rd aircraft to or 1). conlrol aceion.
roll (or to .kipl lightly)
toa deiiioiitrate that no
-cr1011. bouince would

like place.

Several pointsý ar- of interest:

a The' It sets (of criteria. limit.-, and mneasurements; were developed dusing a great deal of
preparator-, tork. The task wasý carried out using the AT-6 aircraft. with power settings, and airspeed
beingmsandard for the t% pe of approach and landing used (then called a **transport landingl. (Simulator
pretraini(Ig iork %ithi experimental student-s used the l-CA-2/AT-6 Link Trainer. nmodified to provide a
d% nanaic projection of tile runway image.) Task limitsý were established hi the instructor, while observing
fronm bothi tihe aircraft and the ground. Tile glidepath angle %~as meastured uAing a sutrvevor* s instrument-
a t hrodolate -enabling etablishment of points for toeginning the maneuver and flying the approach with
4M) (s nut)uph. 20X)M rpm. 30) in Ilg of manifold pressure. gear and fial! flaps down. Thus the subtasks
and their performancr limit., ire j~tdgrd to be entireli valid desýcriptors, of successful excecution of the
mianeuver.

1b. 'Dhr instructor said nothing during each of the student's trials. As the student performed a trial.
the' insmructor made necessani observatiojns and entries for the 14 performance units,. Onl% after

repe-itioning the aircraft forstarting a subsequent trial did the instructor make comment.- and corrective
r.'mark.,. Ha~d ansatruction taken place duaring a trial, the measurements could have reflected those remarks
a.- %ell a., the student's- performance-the two being confounded ab!soltately.

C.A !.ucce-b-iful approach and landing %err defined as the student's having met all 14 subecriteria:
missing even a single item was defined as an unucsfltrial. In this stud-, the instructor scored
perf.ormance as, it occurred, the process having been possible because of the tandem,. two-place aircraft
used. Observations were recorded uIsing a standard. knee-.clipboard form.

d. Themsudent met total task criterion performance at the point of having made three consecutive
successiful approachts and landings. I's. %.'mianr work had indicased that such performance %as highly
unlikelv onl the basi.. of chance alone. (Test,; had shown that once this *"threr-in-a-row- criterion was nw~t.
the studient tended to, execute a long series of successful maneuvers before a subsequent -out-of -limits-

observation occutrred.)

e.. Some of the subicriteria for successful performance in terms of individual units, %ere of relatively
subjective nature and, sometimes. %ere difficult to :,core. (Windline examnples, are a case in point.) It was,
found naecessary to impose a rule that the instructor give a -within-limits'*score for ani measurement unit

about %hich thecre was; -;ny doubt. Preliminary work indicated that. using this rule. obr.rver-ohserver
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reliability of -.coring approached unity. 1While the rule [sad the effect of widetisig acceptable pe'rformanlhce
liIIsnigi. soniwhat. Ilii.' total sueasurruient technifiltie.proved to he highl3 %e"?sjtive. to differenice% in goodneis.
(of performance.

f. lius techniiqute provided the !.tu6 wi-h several different typtes of 1estiniates- of tran'.fer of
learning. Whiile list- principal initerest involved percent trznsfc-r isi terms% of nlumbe*r of trial% to
pcerforaiiwnce crite*rion and number of error.- during trial% to performance criterioni. it was also o.sbeto
estiimate fir~t-rial transfer in tertn, of errorsý and to es.timnate transfer in term., of errors made durinig the
fir.: five trial-..

g. lin 1953. idirm the steads was- coniducted. prin,,Ary interest was with the percent transfer of
le-arning- not the trans-fer effectivene-is ra'io. Un nfort Itnatel y. records that would have enabled calculation
of a transfer effectiveness ratio (long after the fact) were. lost. Those records %howed number of trial. to
performance criterion for the' eieperimtental ,Itjdrnta. during simulator pretraining.

Illustration: Performance G;rading

Thet procem. of e.stablish'ing task.%. criteria. limit.-, and performance measurement can he illustrated
%itha an exmamnple from a more recent study concerned with transfer of learning in the context of air comnbat
maneuvering (Northrop Corporation. 1976). The study was concerned with the percent transfer of
learning for expe~rimental students who had been pretrained in a special simulator. using an instructor
grading! ,vtemt because the portion of the training syllabus that could be. involved wa.s too short to permit
measuremtent of number of trials to a criterion. Thte sequence to be described is concerned only with
performance in the aircraft.

Definition of Tasks. Criteria, and Performance Lim its-Tasks consisted of eight basic maneuvers
use-d in an air combat maneuvering training syllabus. Instructors provided des-criptions of these
nianesavers. each of which was divided into logical segments. together with criteria and criterion limits for

.,HueeNfuI performance. Measurement unitb were based on these des-criptions. together with the types- of
high frequency student errors that had been observed during operational training.

Performance Merasurement (Grading)- It was not feasible to grade performance while airborne
btecause of yen short durations of cuitical maneuver segments,. together with the high g forces involved.
Therefore gradiing wa.s done on the ground immediately following the training flight. Instructors use.ru
s-tandardized gratde.sheets,. showing the several measurement units, and indicated the type of maneuver.,
userd in each engagement. The two instructors who had worked with the student were required to grade
measurement unit on a cotsensusw basis.

The GradIing Scale-Instrurtors graded each measurement unit using letter grades of the following
s.Cale:

15I
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Numerical Equivalents
Grades Definitions (enabling analyses)

A+ 12
A Superior 1
A- 10

B+ 9
B Above Average 8

B- 7

C+ 6
C Average 5
G- 4

D+ 3
1) Below Average 2
D- I

F Failing 0

Instructors used the scale in two stages (not being concerned with numerical equivalents). First they
rated each unit across the five-point scale: A through F. Second. when they had entered one of tbe top
four categories. they were asked to qualify the grade as necessary to express their judgment with greater
precision (as: B+. B. or B-). This resulted in a highly sensitive 12-point scale that permitted the fine
differences in performances to be discriminated.

This type of grading scale has been used in a number of different study contexts, in eac,- zse
proving highly successful for quantifying expert professional judgment. In this particular study. it was
necessary to observe two precautions. First, since there was a marked difference between capabilities of
the student pilots and their highly skilled instructors, those instructors regarded the entire range of the
grading scale as representing types of student performance only. Seo iiid. the five basic grading categories
were defined (e.g.. the "superior" category represented performances of the top 10 percent of students of
the operational training program). Use of such types of definitions seems advisable in an attempt to
standardize -ntle.P.-.-:,qs of scale categories.

Some Questio-

Durin 'ocess of defining tasks, performance criteria, allowable limits, and measurement units.
it might p ,eful lo ask questions such as the following:

a. Can the tasks be categorized according to segments that have logical start and end points? Do the
tasks involve equipment limitations (stall speed. g limits)?

b. At each readily defined, critical mission segment, what is the crux of successful performance? Is

the judgmental factor or the motor factor the more critical, orn~re '.hey of equal importance?

c. How is time critical and at what points? Since it is neither posvible nor desirable to attempt to
measure every aspect of performance, is it possible to a'sociate performance measurement units with
time-critical perio.: or segments of the maneuver or mission? These periods are, after all, when serious
errors are most likely to take place.

16
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d. Is it possible to mneasure problem detection latency? Can it be inferred on the basis of subsequent
action?

e. Is it feasible to eiatch "time available- with performance time? Time available for an action, a
maneuver, or a mission segment would have to be derived from operational definitions. This kind of
performance measurement would appear to be particularly pertinent in terms of combat mission
segments. Did the student do the correct thing but take too long to do it?

f. At each readily defined, critical mission segment. is it poscible to list the types of errors that
students frequently have tended to make in the past?

g. Is it possible to delineate a reasonably small number of aircraft actions or positions involved in
carrying out tasks-these being placed in descending order of desirability? Particularly in cases involving

niugle-place aircraft, this may prove to be an essential measurement category-the instructor having to
make a judgment from a position in another aircraft.

h. !., it possible to estimate the student's level of concentration? This might involve the use of
secondary tasks in an attempt to estimate the amount of effort required by the student. Aspects of tasks
permitting. the Intudent approaching a high level of learning should have more time and energy remaining
for execiating additional tasks.

Relatively Molar Performance Measurements

It i6 suggested that the researcher should not necessarily avoid measurement of performance in
relativel) molar term, a~s long as the measurement units are anchored to clear definitions of important
task,. chlar definitions of what the student will be required to do. and clear definitions of consequences of
.,eriou. deviations from the limits provided. Transfer studies should look for large performance
difference. that could be of practical significance--not small differences no matter the level of statistical
significance. Measurements should n( deal with molecular trivia simply because they are easy to define
and measure.

Rectirding Techniques

Pat work ha, made use of both hard copy-forms with pencil entries--and tape recordings. In the
main. however. hard copy has seemed b he the more useful. For one thing. the printed scoring or grading
form provide,, a checklitt of items to be covered. For another, transcribing or listening to tape contents is
severely time consuming. And. depending on the type of recorder used. maneuver g forces can slow down
the mechanismn|, rendering subsequent playback less than truly clear. Whether technological advances
and budgets will permit ube of formb or truly useful automatic airborne recording techniques remains to
be reen.

Automated Performance Measurement Systems

There would appear to be an unfortunate belief in some quarters that an automated performance
measurement system. as such, implies associated validity of data. That is. of course, just not so. Validity of
measurement data depends on the anchor to reality and has nothing to do with how the measurements are
implemented. It might be useful, however, to consider three services that an automated measurement
system might provide-those services possibly solving some problems facing the human data taker.

Reliability-An automated system. being subject to less variability in operation than is the human
observer. should preivide measurement data of greater reliabili'y in the sense of measuring the same type
of event from trial 0- '•l and from student to student. Designing manudl measurement techniques having
high observer-obbsýh t reliability can be difficult.

1.7
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Stpan of Sunreillance-An automated measurement system could take into account all items it is

designed to cover--consistently. not being subject either to distraction or to a limited field of view as is the

human data taker. Human data takers obtain most tO.eir information visually, with the requirement to

timeshare-they simply cannot look in several directio is at once. And even though human observers may

be required I,. attend only to a very narrow or highl) specified aspect of a visual situation, diere is the

problem of vigilance error. that is. an observer may look at the correct location but t-3 -n or too late.

Ac..'r% 1
to Injorination--Many difficulties in measuring performance are a functio, .,f not being able

0o po.-itihl the human ob.server to permit a view of the 'lesired. events. Consider the singh-plac,, fghiter

aircraft or even a two-place aircraft in v'ich an observer in a second seat cannot see either the student's
control actions or the outside world ltr... tie student's point of vantage. For an observer located in a

s.eon1d aircraft. the principal sour(e of informa'ion is the dynamic physical positioning of the student',
aircraft. That is fine from the standpoint that physical positioning is the end product of the student's
decision making and action processes. but it tells the observer little about why errors took place. Those
rea.,ons ,tt mu .e inferred. The observer has to make do with the things that can be seen.

To the extent that an automated measurement system could be provided with necessary sensing
devices and be ,mechanized economically and in ne.'essary lightweight and compact form. it might be
located within the student'.- aircraft, solving many of these kinds of problems.

Performance Measurement in the Aircraft and in the Simulator

Most of thie discussion thus far has been concerned with measuring student performance in the
aircraft. Airborne performance measurements are essential to the stud: of transfer of learning and

provide muc 'he "payoff" information. But performance measurement during simulator pretraining
:s important - During the illustration of models of transfer studies, it was noted that simulator
pretraining should continue to a performance criterion. If that is not done, the notion that learning Itas
taken place can be something of an act of faith. Study results will have more meaning if evidence is
provided indicating that learning did take place during simulator pretraining. This concept holds for
either model for the tranfer stud.y but it may be even more critical for the model concerned with a
transfer effectiveness ratio.

IX. THE FIFTH STEP: THE INSTRUCi'ORS

It has been noted earlier that the role of the instructor pilot is critical to the conduct of the study of
transfer of learning. Too frequently in the past this factor has been been recognized fully. insufficient
emphasii having been placed on the various important contributions of the instructor. This may have

been the case because of undue attention paid to the nature of the simulator: this having tended to
overshadow more critical issues. Mosi researchers tend to be enchanted with elegant equipment. this
possibly leading to two dangerous semantic traps.

First. it is customary to speak as though simulators "train": however, they do not. they never have.
and they never will. It is the instructor who does the training. The goodness of design of the simulator may
Le important in providing the instructor with the necessary training environment, but it seems uniikely
that engineering and cost restrictions will allow a type of simulator to be designed that will provide a
".work sample** so complete that maximum transfer can occur without superior instruction.

Second. a nearly universally expression is that someone. "received training." That unfortunate
phrase suggests that the training process is passive and is something like slicing chcese., How many slices
are necessary?) But anyone who knows anything about the training environment that gets things done
knows that learning is an active process. Students cannot sit there "receiving training": they must take an
active ro: . interacting with both the environment and the instructor.
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Perhaps 501111 day. there miayI' b a train insg simiulator en vi ronmient thFat uses, home modified formc of
Ilite- concept of comipu ter-aided. program med instTrt lioll- no hutiman inustruictor being involved except for
pu rpose5 of ha 11(1 g stecal ,Iiil'nden problems. But even in such a sit uat ion. lthe i list ruc 'on will remain thle

k elemenett. prograimimed is.t reit ion provided withI such all ad vancied simuiilator liould bei based onl
il.kniowledge. and tech mmiqueb of a la rge' number of instruictor pilots, tile b~as.ic situnation being siminl a r

to con11teilmporary effecti ve trainini g butl taking adIvatil age of such combihined iniform~at ion.

Tile liestructor as tile Researcher

Theii i nmit ruor rdmlre inli~st part icipa te in the design of the study from tihe outset. providin g
in formiation)1 that help., urlior t he tmmd y to real ity'. part iculIarly w ithi re~spect to tile nature of tile task and
Olie plerforlmanc lirealmaliremient tecnt iiqule. But over anid beyonid tfiat work. tile insmtructor ordinarily will

VI-ducliit t lie- :titidy iii add~it ion to thle role of guiding thie mui dent's learn in~g. During critical airborne work.
tlhe iul~tructor is also thte- reseejrcier and( data taker as, well as thle safety pilot. W'hat is miore, thle instructor is

t he most logical inmdi vidualm to hanl 111 itnu 111lator pret rainin g of exp~erimiienital studentIs.

Trainiiig for Transfer

Thie. techinique of training for transfer hlas been shown to iý.e critical when features of the simulation
enlvironimenlt miay' i-. ma rke dly diffi ren!~ from those to bei encountered in the air. The simulation
enivironmlient. by definmitionl. is' at variance with tine prototypical environment. Because of 'phiysical and

li~ginIecri ng limluatioml.. ;oinvetilines aspects of the synthim-tic environment liay be diametrically opposed to
those of thme opterational situation. In suoch casesý. there (call exist a "built-in- effect that likely leads to
nelgative tranisfe~r...siiuilator pretrainilig JIossibI)' providing an interfering effect upon bubsequent
peirfornmanmce in the air. Further, ill some casevs it may not be possible to carry out particular sub-tasks in
the Aiiutlator. even thought those subtoi-tsks are very imispoitant in the air.

Thf proces.s of training for tmillsfer in~volves identifying and being certain that thle student
itnderstands thie limitationls of tile simulator as compared to an aircraft. and the instructor is uniquely
qualified for this, responsibi lity. It may be necessary to perform a particular function one way in the
simulator and another way iii the aircraft-as is appropriate to each. Tihe student must know about these
differences and( why they exist. It has been found useful to explain such differences to thle student at
frequtent intervals-at least prior to aiid during simulator imork and prior to and during airborne work.
Tihe miore severe t he differences,. tile- miore frequently t he% shoutld be poinltedl ott.

To illustrate tin' coniceptl. earl) tranisfer studies ube(I a simulator requiring considerable rudder pe~dal
travel with miinimal stick movement to perform a coordinated tutrn (I .CA-2/AT-b Link Trainer). while
the Couniterpart aircraft (AT..6) requtired exactly ltie reverse-little rudder pedal travel with considerable
stick tItovetuient (Payne et Al. 1951~: Williaim, & Flexnian. 1949). While thlis is a dramatic example of
imiilt-imi potential for negative' tran.sfer. work in those studies showed that, if the problemn is nmade quite
clear to the' studenit prior to and during sinmumlator work and prior to and during airborne work, such
training fo~r tranfe'r comlllletl'l offsets the potential. tile student having little difficulty in either the
simulator or tih' aircraft.

The recenlt study cited. 'onicerned with transfer of learning in thle context of air combat
mtaneuverinig. involved no fewer titan 20 aspects of the simulation environment that differed importantly
from thteir airborne counlterparts, (Northtrop. 1976). The instructor pilots identified those aspects and ilad
them printed Gn a siteet iii descending order of importance. distributing that sheet to all experimental
stIndents-. In addition, they enimpitaized tile problems- during briefing and debriefing sessions for work ill
both the bilnulator and the a-rcraft (F-4.). Thel( following art- sonic of those aspects:

a. Target detail definition decreases greatly beyonid I mile, but the targ,'t remains as a "light
source" out to infinity.
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b. Simulator provides more instantaneous g than does the F-4i-at all airspeeds.

c. Simulator departs at 30 to 33 units and usually cannot be recovered.

d. Pulling simulator nose up at high airspeeds ic more difficult than in the F-4J.

e. It is very easy to exceed 6 g in t11e simulator.

f. The simulator has large amounts of roll divergence.

g. Buffet effects are less intense in the simulator than in, the F-4J.

h. Simulator rudder is too sensitive at slow speeds.

i. Flying ACM in the simulator provides a twilight effect: Is similar to flying at dusk.

Subsequent conduct of the study indicated that the experimental students were well aware of the

differences and that thay had little difficulty making appropriate adjustments and responses during work
in the aircraft. Since the set of differences could have provided a marked built-in potential for negative

transfer, it is .';kcely that the ultimate information obtained from the study would have been much less
important except for this process of training for transfer.

Sensitizing the Student to Necessary and Sufficient Cues-The process of traini'ng for transfer can be
of value when cues of different types are available in the simulator and in the air. Although the problem
may be less severe with today's higher quality of simulation environments, there may be occasiom s in
which cues fourd most effective in the operational environment cannot be produced in the simulator.
Uinder such conditions, the instructor would do well to point out differences, noting both those cues that
are likely most useful in the air and those that can be used for the same purpose in the simulator. This
procedure need not be paradoxical because, frequently, different pilots make use of different sets of cues
as aids during performance of the same maneuver, these perhaps depending on their "adividual
preferences. Even the same pilot may use different sets of cues at different times, such as while flying
types of aircraft that permit of peculiar angles and extents of view. The pilot makes do with alternatives
that serve the same purpose.

Use of Relatively Simple Aids

To aid the instructor during the briefing and debriefing sessions, usuallv it is a good idea to provide
models, photographs, chalkboards, or other items of relatively simple equipment that can be used to
illustrate points clearly. Air combat instructor pilots have made heavy use of a pair of simple wooden
triangular blocks mounted on the ends of dowel sticks. Use of such rudimentary equipment might sound
.nelegant, but often it appears to serve the purpose extremely well.

Rigorous Adherence to the Study Design

The transfer study, as any other formal study, must be conducted under highly controlled conditions
so that resulting data are not confounded with extraneous events. The goal should be that the transfer
study reflect only the results of pretraining in the simulator. ro provide for such control, students must
work with a common syllabus of tasks carried out in a prescribed sequence, in the absence of free-floating
variables such as giving a particular student a special exercise (even though, in an operational situation,
that might be the logical thing to do). Such deviation from a prescribed sequence of events could render
the resulting data uninterpretable. If the instructors are co-d,'signers of the study, they will be unlikely to
deviate from standardized procedures, even inadvertently.
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No Instruction During Measurement of
Student Performance

The study de.sign should provide that no instruction take place while the stude it is performing and
performance data are being taken. If an instructor makes a comment (even casually) during a
measurement trial. the resulting data are likely to reflect that input in addition to (and confounded with)
the siudent's ability level.

Balance of Instructors Between or Among Control
and Experimental Groups

One of the surest ways to arrive at biased transfer estimates is to allow imbalance of instructional
techniques and styles among groups. The problem can be avoided by providing that each instroictor work
with equal numbers of students in each group of the study. If this is done. the variable of individual
differences among instructors ;ill be baianced and as long as the instructors follow basic agreed upon
practices. they are free to explain issues and train according to their own personal itc, niques that they
have developed and found effective for their own particular style.

The Same Instructor: Simulator and Aircraft

It is important that the same instructor train the experimental student in both the simulator and the
aircraft. This practice is likely to facilitate the effort to arrive at maximum transfer effects. The instructor
who has done the simulator pretraining will have the best possible understanding of the individual
.tudent's strong and weak points, being able to estiraste what that student did and did not learn e'aring
pretraining. :.nd being able to use that knowledge to the best advantage during retraining in the airraft.
Immediately prior to an exercise in the aircraft, the instructor can review important issues with the
student, refreshing the student's memory of particular performances in the simulator and mentioning
significant differences that exist between the simulated and airborne environments.

X. THE SIXTH STEP: PLANNING FOR SUFFICIENT STUDY TIME

It is very easy to overlook the issue of planning for a study syllabus of sufficient duration that all
students will have a reasonable amount of time in which to arrive at an end performance criterion
(experimental students in the simulator and all students in the aircraft). Failure to provide sufficient time
can result in data of the study being attenuated-not all students' performances figuring into analyses. In
the worst case. no students would arrive at performance criterion-the study being a total failure or else
transfer estimates being dependent on a grading process. The point is, of course, that individual students
s.4mply are likely to learn at different rates, requiring different amounts of time to arrive at performance
criterion.

The cited study concerned with approaches and landings (Payne et al.. 1954) ran into a problem as
students were in the final phase of making landings in the aircraft. Students. drawn from an Air Force
Reerve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) program. were nearing landing performance criterion when
their semester ended, and they had to go away. Only 8 of the 12 students met the landing criterion.
Fortunately. four of these were in the control group and four were in the experimental group, permitting E
reasonable and balanced estimate of transfer.

The cited study concerned with air combat maneuvering (Northrop. 1976) had to be conducted using
an operational tr;.ining syllabus of such short duration that the use of a trials-to-criterion measure was not
posb'ble. In that cas.e the problem was recognized before the fact. with performance measurement
.'onsisting of instructors' grades in lieu of trials-to-criteri n. While that permitted reasonable estimates of
pertcent transfer of learning, it was not possible to arrive at estimates of a transfer effectiveness ratio. A
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form of Ira nsfer effectivene.,s etstim ate inight have bieen feasible had the syllab hs been of sufficient IengtIh
thai a i instructor could have snortened (or omniiled altogether) portions of a stbident's mission segmients
when. in the ii.structor's judgmuent. goodness of performiance warranted such action. Even that. however.
was, not possible. Instructor pilots had pointed out. before the fact. that the syllabus was too short to permit
a ,ufficiently high Ievel of learning to justify any omission of syllabus items. And since that syllabus was
,(-t by operational training rules. it could not be adjusted.

Estimates of Necessar Performance Time

III d(esigning the "study. the goal would be to provide sufficient time for the least apt student (in either
or an) group) to vomphple the work and to arrive at an end p,,rformance criterion. Preliminary testing
would appear to be tlihe best means of estimating necessary time because tasks. their degrees of relative
difficrhti. asociatetd performance criteria, and types of students can be quite differenw fr,-n study to
study. Even u.se of preliminary testing might not provide a complete answer, considering t!sat only small
numbers of students are likely to be involved. But since tie consequences of too little available time can
be serious, resulting estimates might have to be padded. It is far better to allow too much time than too
little..

XI. THE SEVENTH STEP: AVOIDANCE OF DILUTANT FACTORS

"'l)ilutant factors" are defined here as practices that can prevent demonstration of maximum possibl'l
transfer effects of a study. The concern here is with two diltitant factors that are not necessarily mutualiy
exclusive.

Avoid Time Delays Between Simulator Pretraining and
Retraining in Aircraft

While tlie severity of lhe problem of time delays between the simulator pretraining and the
retraining in the aircraft ma) be. depend,-.. on the naturt of the specific study. the issue wo,'l" appear to
ibe highly critical for tasks that are "voiatile" in nature-tasks involving skills highly subject to decay in
the absence of practice. This may be illustrated in terms of the study concerned with ,,ir combat
maneuvering (Northrop. 1976). In that study. unavoidable scheduling restrictions required that
experimental students l,e pretrained in the similator on a massed basis during a 5 day period, moving to
iork in the aircraft only after completion of that block of simulator work. For a num-ber of reasons.
including the facts that the simulator was located more than 100 miles from the airbase. the press of work

of the operational training schedule at that airbase. student loadings, shortages of instructors, mechanical
difficulties with aircraft, weather, and intemaptions of training schedules because of priorities, delays
between simalator pretraining and retraining in aircraft were as long :: 4 weeks. The principal priority
causing interruption of the schedule involved availability of aircraft carriers for qualification training.
Carriers became available only infrequently and had to be used immediately. Observation of goodness of
performance in the simulator and resulting transfer effect estimates suggested rather strongly that there
was a clear and strong dilutant effect.

Instructor pilots who conducted the study noted that skills of air combat maneuvering are quite

volatile in the sense that periods of inactivity of as much as 10 days resulted in noticeable decrements in

their own performances. It takes little imagination to estimqte the performance decrement for student

pilots who had completed the simulated equivalent of only six flights in this context.

Pretrain Using the Simulator in Meaningful Blocks of Tasks

Precisely what a "meaningful block of tasks" might 1e would depend on the context of the particular

transfer study. But again, the issue may be illustrated best in terms of the air combat maneuvering stud)

(Northrop. 1976). Experimental students were pretrained in the simulator for the first 6 flights of a 17-
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fIlight jii.r voilnah '.al ia usepd jilt fle- op ierational there-tg nionmn!-ni b first 0 fi ght.ý figu raing
into ilte tranfe'r '.tuuli. Thle fl ight, I'. p dcn'(lsgnl(l to acquajilt life "Iutil'iitl %i it Ii tuok air rooli at
iou e'l rainring In a *'toijini ial orde-r. hIe-gin111 ing witih iasic, arnid progrp.-inig lto m'igagpellidll 4'xerri'l'- of

airaigld iffirtil t natuire'. 'liii in itijal flight % a- for famin liaritat ion anid in vol ipil fnift a ý.iogle' aircra ft.
Soulieq lienI fii glts a it rodurpiiee ('ighit hla.si iianpvr.*i ',r of ~iie' total sti 114na. with tlie difficial t i of colol bal
ei~gage'iie'pil lwa n;' j ncr4'a54'. Th-inst ructor. flin tl-*av ar. icraft** during two-aircrafti

I*~'4'Wni-l'!. be'gan ii i prese-nt ng a rplative-1 e'a-s h'ak''bti incre'a-pid tilt- compeiiib' a of thilt-l.'rfor~ilanlce'
to lt,-i polint thbat. I't% lilt-i ti~i fli ght. t ie' - isde'it Ia. ''fight ing* a rplat i vp1 .k illvd*')Piii .

()nei 'ilt-' ýisinulatpfl e(1 tu~a le'n. (i f f ile),- .j x fligh is had bee':, coipleteod. the# e~pprinmi-i al I .t idrll
n11(1% 4it)l ilt-1 a irilam an 111ipegan dir n e ormnal t rai n ing ~iIlbsas n.4'41 in thlt- oJH'rat ional *j nod roo. It e'.ini

onIi lie, miirio a~d t ha t pri'trajiing in dikii bloe-ckd mantipnr ina% have- bpcn'i bs.- than opini uh all I ffe-ct ve in
lterm. (of Ira n4er of e'a rning. It ,pptnis iignisllIik, 1ý that hadl thel p4'p4rinit-ie'tal mtudeii ts becrit prort iniied for
eaich intdivi dunal flight anid r't rai ned in tile- 4iirrraft for that flight, ithe resultia ing i ranifer l,. 'etI
r'tA iniate. miighit leave- beenp ctoii.derably greater.

It v'an ii b repportE'( (1111 (Iil lieltasi of pers-oial observation that re-sttltiig transfer estnimate; -pieanetd
far lower than #fight hjave' been epJIm-c'te withouti the- compounding effects of there two diflniant factor-:
(a) dela% bewtween simunilaor pretraining aiid aircraft retraining and (li) mawssed training (if tilt -ort
described. lei an% evpilt. lithe lesson mspins clear. If a transf.er study makes eise of clearly functioiial hhwok-

of !-inlulator pre-training. moving expetrimeintal studenprts to the. aircraft a., soon a~s possiblel. lilt- remeltingV
tra ilsfert effet'(I ,hiotel(]lbe anginpie'ite.

Coloration (if the Simulator at the Silte of Airborne Training

Probablylilt-e llermwyt o sivn cay p~p mulator preptraining and aircraft retrainhing iwild
bet tol locate lit-e siailator at tlie airhia~si to be used in lithe tud'.. Even if titi is pobsiblel. howe-ver, proper
schvieijiing would s~till bet critical. Bilt ill the event that tile- .mulator niust be located elsewhere. ever'.
attenajit 54(1111(1 hp madel toI transport ('xperinrental stludent,. to the Leirlea.4 after teip leave- compilleted
logical blocks of ,iitdalaor pre-training-gptting thema into the air at the earliest feasible tinies. Trhe
prohl'ipi and tle'-(I oluiton11 art, l'a,% to itate. Fxpediting the- solutlioti must depend onl aqipects (If till
particular stedy.

Mlt. THE EIGHTHt STUP: IMPORTANCE OF' "cJEMUING IN ADV'.ANCE

Thit imsue. caiiiot beei- inphiasin-d ltoo heavil'e. Durinlg earl% phasesý of planning. the resear'h tramn
Ah(Iild bctgii leti amsess popteitial mcheduling probetleni and Shoulld consider thes-e on an iterative- basis as
final plan, take- hApite. Fvcii prior to itesting the study riniethtod. a detailvd schefdule ,hould lit hlrpparedl.
takaing into acc-ount tinees for involvement ofmsude-nts. iilstrttctor.s. Asitmulators, and aircraft. This mut hnlt

1w. left to chance.

Cooppration of tile- uniit conlir.. -.dpr aild the uinit operations, officer will bet critical to deivelopme-no
and Iciforccemenrt of the ..ehedule.. aied hpre a!, before, the instructors. working in the ,lud) should bec able
to hlpp achievce tuch coopetration.

Mealls meftst bei found for preventing visitors front interfearing with scheduled study work. Eperienice
has shown clearly that thtis can be a serionus problem. Perhaps it can be solved best through order, issued
by' pprtimni'n uinit commnitider.,. The probleim tend, to be most serve-re during simulator pretrainilig.
Siniulators-particularl) those of elegant nature-te-nd to attract visitors freqeiendl). If tile environmente

piI'rinits. it fllaý be piossible! to provide for a pircltator vantage point that doe, not inlterfe're with training
w.'ork. Above- all. n('iilt'pr the student liar tilt instncltor should be aware of the pres4.nce (if visitors.
C'spVCiallV Whli 1110-4- v~isito are- of high rank.
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XIII. THE NINTH STEP: PLAN FOR RUNNING THE STUDY IN THE MIDST OF A BUSY
OPERAI1ONAL TRAINING ENVIRONMENT

If the study is to be conducted in the midst of a busy operational training environment the
cooperation and support of the unit commander and of the unit operations officer are required on the one
hand. and planning for minimum interference with the operational training program is required on the
other hand. While it would be highly desirable to be able to run these kinds of studie, using a dedicated
facility, it seems more likely that they will have to make use of operational facilities.

Cooperation and Support of the Unit Commander and
the Unit Or,:rations Officer

It is easy for the researcher to lose sight of the fact that the operational people have their own
problems. and at best. cooperation with i. tudy effort could be simply an additional annoyance. It may be
that major objections can be avoided by making the unit commander and the operations officer parties to
the purpc. of and planning for the study from the outset. While it might be tempting for the researcher to
rel- on orders from higher authority-these directing the unit commander to support the research work-
it takes little imagination to see that this can be a serious mietake. The research team would be wise to
work with the operational people from the very beginning, persuading them of the importance of the
study and getting their professional inputs for planning the effort. The instructors can play essential roles
here. having close professional ties iith the operational unit people. In many cases, preparatory work here
can make or break the study.

Planning for Minimum Interference with the Operational Schedule

The research team. working with the operational people. should develop a clear set of plans for
preventing all but absolutely necessary interference with the operational work. The interference may
consist principally of time required for simulator pretraining of experimental students, but the nature of
the study may impose still other requirements. to include modified routines during airborne work. use of
research instructors, balancing instructors' work with experimental and control students, and sr.cial
!tudent briefings and debriefings. But if proper rapport. cooperation. and support have been established
at the outset, it should be possible to solve various problems to everyone's satisfaction. There is no way to
overemphasize the importance of these issues. The process of solving potential problems involves a lot of
planning and work but it is critical for the success of the study. Appropriate members of the research team
should remain in constant touch with the operational people for the duration of the study.

XIV. THE TENTH STEP: TESTING THE STUDY METHOD BEFORE
TAKING FINAL DATA

In the past the procesm of testing the study method before taking the final data has been called
"pretesting." That label tends to be slightly misleading. however, being confused with the process of early
and preliminary testing of issues that are to be the basis for the transfer study. In any event. the process
should consist of what amounts to a small dress rehearsal conducted before the actual study begins, the
effort being an attempt to discover method problems that had not been predicted earlier.

As in other types uf research, testing the study method is essential. It is indeed rare that all problems
are predicted. regardless of the amount of care that has been devoted to the plan. Such method testing
should be conducted sufficiently early to provide the research team with adequate time to make last
minute fixes or corrections. Frequently the method testing process need use only a very few students who
go through the entire course of the planned study. Possibly greater emphasis should be placed on routines

invoiving experimental students: although eoutines for control students must not be ignored.

A problem may involve availability of students in sufficient numbers to conduct both the method

testing work and the actual study. Depending on the number and severity of method problems discovered
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(with changes being required for routines of the actual study). it is generally a good idea to provide that
performance data from students used in method testing are not included with data from students in the
factual study. 'rhs. the problem is one of not using too many of the limited number of students who are of
a slightly different nature than those to be used in the actsal study. although truly severe differences
could pose a real problem. As is the case with many other isues for these transfer studies, the research
team will have to exercise considerable imagination and judgment when and if the student scarcity
problem is encountered.

XV. THE ELEVFiNTH STEP: ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

While the details of the data analyses will depend on the nature of the specific transfer study. a few
observations can be made that should apply to many types of studies. As has been suggested. transfer
studie., should be concerned with reasonably substantial performance differences between or among
group-s of experimental and control students--differences that could have practical meaning.
Interpretation of findings of a study should not be based solely on probability ke) levels associated with
inferential tests fer statistical significance because those p levels simply do not tell the entire story.

It is recommended that the first step of the analysis involve placing the raw performance data in one
or more display formats that facilitate inspection. Inspection of those data should be made before, during.
and subsequent to running inferential tests of interest. Such an inspection can perform several valuable
services. First. if large performance differences exist. they will be evident by simply looking at the data.
An inspection should be directed toward looking for both large group performance mean differences and
variation of performances within the various groups. If performance variationis quite large, the use of
arithmetic means to describe group performances is not entirely satisfactory without additional
descriptors. For example. a large standard deviation for an array of values indicates that the array mean
should not be taken too seriously. The wide variation of the individual values likely has considerable
meaning that should be explored. Second. inspectior. of the raw data display formats during and after
running statistical inferentia! tests will permit an understanding of the results of those tests.

As the data are analyzed using inferential tests, the results of those test, -as in an analysis-of-
variance summary table-should be cross-compared with the raw data display formats, again with the
understanding that probability levels do not tell the entire story. In conjunction with an analysis of
variance summary, for example. it is highly useful to derive estimates of strengths of associations, such as
simple values of eta squared or estimated omega squared. (For a discussion of the estimated omega
squared statistic. see Hays. 1973. pp 484-488. 512-513). Perhaps the easiest way to see how these statistics
arc of value involves the descriptive eta squared (estimated omega squared being its inferential
counterpart). Simply divide each of the sums of squares for main effects, interactions, and error by the
total sum of squares. arriving at estimates of proportions of total variation that are accounted for by each.
If eta squared for rror is large. attenlion is directed to the variation of individual students' scores within
arrays of the display of raw values, where it will be seen that there is not a great deal of uniformity ot
performances within those arrays. This finding would indicate that any statistically significant transfer
effect should not be taken tao seriously: i.e.. the differences among student performances are more
marked than differences among group means.

On the other hand. if the greater proportion of variation is associated with. say. main effects or
interaction effects. i.e.. the values of eta squared are relatively large. an inspection of the raw data will
show that performotsze within arrays is reasonably uniform and that mean-differences among groups.
which are of principal interest, represent strong effects. In other words, the larger the estimate of strength
of association for m-ain effects ar interaction effects, the more credible are the results-p levels
notwithstanding.

While it is unfortunate that many available computer programs do not provide for calculation of
these values of strength of association, it is a relatively easy matler to calculate them -by hand" or to
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provide that simple subroutines be added to those programs to present this critically important
information.

in ending this dit.cussion. it should be noted that. within limits, undue concern with underlying
a•.-np•tion.- of parametric testt is incorrect, as is the insistence that parametrics be used only with data
a.ssociated with inte'rval or ratio scales. These fallacies take away the researcher's most powerful and
verfatile inferential tools. The notion of "robustness" of parametrics in terms of departures front

a-.,iniptions of normality and hom|oscedasticit,. careful interpretations of the assumption of dI:ta
independence. and ,cales of mneasurement is discussed hy Baker. Hardyck. & Petrinovick. 1970: Boneau.
149)0. 1961: Burke. 1953: Haye. 1973: and Lord. 1953. The excessive use of nonparametric tests also is .o

he avoided ecanse these te:,ts tend to throw away large portions of the data and. in general. are

characterizd by relatively low power (e.g.. they might not reject a false null hypothess).

XVI. SOME CLOSING REMARKS

The goal of studies of transfer of learning is to provide information about techniques or equipment:
thet n.e of which can serve as guide., for designing or updating training curricula. The likelihood that the
informaution will be used depends on the extent to which both study method and results are convincing to
the personnel responsible for operational training. Studies demonstrating large performance effects
reuhlting from simulator pretraining certainly will be the most convincing and. other things being equal.

will be the mos-t likely ,o result in the use of experimental techniqt,es or equipment during operational
training.

Thi- report hat, di•sussed a number of issues concerned with research methods, with emphasis on the
need for careful plannin. It has addressed definitions of the problem and the task. considerations of
Atudents. instructors, performance measurement. time requirements. dilutant factors, scheduling, the
hnu.i operational environment. method testing. and analysis of results. These issues provide the means by
'Ahich the researcher can attempt to conduct a study illustrating the maximum possible transfer estimate
for the task at hand. illustrating for the operational instructor what can be accomplished.

It i6 hoped that the researcher, viewing all of these issues in the aggregate. will not arrive at the
unfortunate conclusion that it is virtually impossible to run a truly effective study of transfer of learning.
Gertainly no single •,tudy is likely to be able to observe all of the issues in their absolute form. But to the
extent that a great many issues are taken into account, to that same extent the transfer study is likely to
provide sound and useful results of benefit to the operational training community.

I
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